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Session Outcome
• Provide a basic background knowledge of the 

system pieces of SW-PBS.



Responsibility…

Safe
Predictable

Presenter
Presentation Notes
What do you see happening in this classroom?  “Students raising hands, feel safe to take a chance and try to answer the teachers question, there is a routine in the classroom for answering questions…”  This would not happen if the students didn’t feel safe in the classroom to take a chance and attempt to answer the question.  Yes we also see that there is a predictable routine on how to answer the question…We know schools are acutely aware of their responsibility to provide safe and predictable schools for all.  So how do we ensure this type of environment? 



A First Step to Address This Responsibility

Establishing a positive, proactive school-wide 
discipline plan is a necessary first step for 

enabling schools to achieve their goals and 
responsibilities.

Colvin, 2007
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Presentation Notes
If a positive, proactive school-wide discipline plan is adopted, it can be the first step to enable schools to achieve their goals and responsibilities.  --Jeff Colvin (2007)  Positive behavior support does not guarantee solutions to all the pressures public schools are under such as increased cultural and academic diversity of our school population and demands from No Child Left Behind and other legislation, but it can help you create a positive environment that will enable you to address the issues you face each day.



Framework
Research and Evidence Based Practices

Academics and Behavior Outcomes

What Is SW-PBS?

For All Students



A Brief History

Late 
1980’s  
Univ. of 
Oregon

1999 –
National 
Center 
funded

2000-01 
Missouri 
state 
initiative 
started 
with Dr. 
Lewis, MU, 
and DESE

2006 –
DESE 
begins 
funding 
additional 
MO SW-
PBS Staff

2015-16 
681 
Missouri 
Schools
498,00 
students
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University of Oregon: Drs. Ed Kame’enui, George Sugai, Geoff Colvin and Tim Lewis and colleagues at the University of Oregon begin developing school-wide behavior support systems in various schools in the northwest U.S. and Canada.To help schools establish a positive, proactive school wide discipline approach, the National Center for PBS at the University of Oregon was established in 1999 through a grant funded by the U.S. Department of Education, Office of Special Education Programs.  The National OSEP grant has  funded three 5-year cycles. The Missouri state initiative began during the 2000-2001 school year. Missouri Department of Elementary and Secondary Education (DESE) local improvement grants (LIGs) were awarded to districts to attend trainings throughout the year and during summer institutes. Staff from the University of Missouri PBS Center provided the trainers for these activities. Research school sites were provided ongoing technical assistance as well as participating in specific research projects in Columbia and St. Louis Special School districts under the direction of Dr. Lewis. He is also the chair of the MU Department of Special Education.2012-13 – 32% of all Missouri schools, representing 38% of Missouri districts, participated in MO SW-PBS.



Systems, Data, and Practices

PRACTICES

OUTCOMES

Supporting
Staff Behavior

Supporting
Data

Decision
Making

Supporting
Student Behavior

Note: Copyright 2002 by the Center on 
Positive Behavioral Interventions and 
Supports, University of Oregon. Reprinted 
with permission. 
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SW-PBS is a framework for addressing social competence and academic achievement.  Students need to be proficient at both to become productive, well-rounded citizens and adults.To achieve this, school districts need to create organizations based on 3 primary supports:  Systems, Data and Practices.  Systems are put into place to be sure that the adults are given the structure and guidance needed to run efficient and effective schools.  Students need to have clear guidance, instruction and support through the Practices schools use.  Data informs both Systems and Practices to be sure that the decisions made about each match what their Data is telling them.



Three Levels of Implementation
A Continuum of Support for All

Tier One
• All students
• Preventive, proactive

Tier One
• All settings, all students
• Preventive, proactive

Tier Two 
• Some students (at-risk)
• High efficiency
• Rapid response

Tier Two
• Some students (at-risk)
• High efficiency
• Rapid response

Tier Three
• Individual Students
• Assessment-based
• High Intensity

Tier Three
• Individual Students
• Assessment-based
• Intense, durable procedures

Academic Systems Behavioral Systems

MO SW-PBS

Universal
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SW-PBS is a three-tiered model:  Mirrored model of RtI for academics and behavior.Tier 1—primary/universal schoolwide management strategies across all school settings to meet needs of all students, develop common language and focus for all staff, families, and community members.  This is where you start and it typically takes at least several years to implement Tier 1 with fidelity.  When that occurs, schools may start developing their Tier 2 system.Tier 2—targeted or group-based strategies for students who present risk due to low academic achievement, poor peer skills, limited family supports, and need repeated practice.  Developing and implementing Tier 2 systems typically takes at least several years.  When Tier 2 is implemented with fidelity, schools may start developing their Tier 3 system.Tier 3—tertiary systems—develop strategies for chronically challenging behaviors which are unresponsive to universal or secondary strategies.



Eight Essential Components

1. Common Philosophy & Purpose
2. Leadership
3. Clarifying Expected Behavior
4. Teaching Expected Behavior
5. Encouraging Expected Behavior
6. Discouraging Inappropriate Behavior
7. Ongoing Monitoring
8. Effective Classroom Practices
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These are the Eight Components of the Schoolwide PBS System.  These are the non-negotiable; to implement SW-PBS with fidelity, all of these components must be in place.  We will talk about each of these in detail. 



Common Purpose and Approach
to Discipline

Component 1

Mission

Vision

Beliefs

CSIP

Presenter
Presentation Notes
A common purpose and approach addresses the gaining  of buy-in, team processes, and the ongoing communication that must take place.  Examples of that work include:Form a representative SW-PBS team and meet monthly.Collaborate with the entire staff to plan and implement SW-PBS. Align Statement of Purpose with School/District Mission StatementInclude Commitment to Improved Social/Behavior/Safety Goals in School CSIP GoalsForm District-level team to lead initiative
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Component 2

Leadership

•Administrative Support

•Building Leadership Team

•Train the Trainer

Presenter
Presentation Notes
We cannot over emphasize the importance of administrator support, participation and leadership.  Administrators set the vision for improving school climate, are key communicators, provide the time and resources necessary for planning and implementation, and participate in training with the SW-PBS team.Administrators’ leadership guides the SW-PBS process while allowing the leadership team to actively work with staff, students, and families 



Clear Set of Positive Expectations and 
Behaviors

Component 3

Provides Consistency in Language
Provides Consistency in What To Teach
Provides Consistency in What to Recognize 
Provides Consistency in What to Correct

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The team, in conjunction with the full staff, reviews the School Mission Statement, develop a Statement of Purpose that reflects that Mission, then decide on 3-5 universal expectations that will form the framework for the schoolwide supports.The specific social skills needed to be successful are identified for common settings throughout the building.  We call this the matrix. The process isDevelop 3 to 5 clearly stated expectations applicable to all school settings      	(Example:  Be Safe, Be Respectful, Be Responsible)Align expectations with school’s Statement of Purpose.Create a Schoolwide Expectations Matrix that identifies the specific behaviors/skills 	for each setting in relation to the 3-5 expectations.  Communicate and disseminate expectations to all stakeholders.



Component 3
Clear Set of Positive Expectations and Behaviors

• Develop 3 to 5 expectations
• Create a schoolwide expectations matrix
• Develop classroom rules that align with 

schoolwide expectations
• Communicate expectations to all 

stakeholders

MO SW-PBS
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One of the first tasks SW-PBS teams do is to create a clear set of 3 to 5 positive expectations such as Be Safe, Be Respectful, Be Responsible, and Be a Learner. The specific social skills needed to be successful are then identified for common settings throughout the building.  We call this the matrix. For instance, what are the rules for “Be Safe” in the hallways, the cafeteria, the restrooms, the playground, and so on?Classroom expectations, rules, and procedures are determined by the instructor and align with the Schoolwide Expectations Matrix.



WONDERFUL ELEMENTARY SCHOOL

All Settings Classroom Bus Hallway Cafeteria Bathroom Playground

Be Safe Keep hands &          
feet to self

Be where you 
belong

Stay in seat

Maintain      
personal 

space

Remain 
seated

Face 
forward

Walk

Banisters 
are for 
hands

Report 
spills

Face 
forward in 

line

Walk

Wash hands 
with soap & 

water

Use 
equipment 

as 
instructed

Stay in 
approved 

areas

Be Respectful Use kind word

Follow 
directions

Raise hand for 
help

Be a good 
listener

Keep the 
bus clean

Walk 
quietly

Eat only 
your food

Give others 
privacy

Take turns

Be 
Responsible 

Use materials 
as instructed

Keep school 
neat & clean

Be prepared

Take all your 
belongings

Watch for 
your stop

Return to 
class 

promptly

Clean up 
after 

yourself

Follow 
bathroom 

procedures

Be a 
problem 

solver





What Makes a Matrix Reliable?

• Observable
• Measureable
• Positively Stated 
• Understandable
• Always Applicable

MO SW-PBS
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Here is what a good matrix should include:3-5 Broad Expectations – such as be ready, respectful, responsibleList of 2-3 Specific Behaviors/Skills for Each School Setting—looking at common settings of the school, what are 2-3 specific behaviors that are expected?Observable--something you can see students and staff do or hear.Measureable – can the behavior be counted?Positively Stated—if possible, avoid “don’t” and “stop”Understandable– clear to all students and staffAlways Applicable– relevant to everyone



Clear Set of Positive Expectations and 
Behaviors--Examples



Procedures for Teaching Expected Behaviors 

Component 4

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Each building determines how and when expectations and social skills will be taught. Teach the social skills in all school settings (e.g., classrooms, cafeteria, parking lot, etc.) in which they occur.  It creates consistent school-wide language. Lessons include ideas about how to “tell, show and practice” the skills being taught, as we use to teach academic content. Develop lessons to directly teach each specific behavior identified on the Expectations Matrix. A calendar will be created to direct when particular behaviors are taught.  Teach, practice, give feedback all day, every day, all year. 



Classroom Procedures and Routines

INSTRUCTION

MISBEHAVIOR

CLIMATE

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Classroom procedures enhance classroom instruction and increase instructional time because students do not feel the need to ask questions on how, when, where or what to do in situations in the classroom thus reducing opportunities for misbehavior creating a climate that is positive and fair.



Continuum of Procedures for Encouraging 
Expected Behaviors

Component 5   

S. P. F.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Humans require regular & frequent feedback on their actions – from others, self, and environmentWithout formal feedback to encourage desired behavior, other forms of feedback shape undesired behaviors  Research has taught us that the skills we recognize in students are the skills students repeat.  SPF=Specific Positive Feedback…when we hear the letters SPF we usually think of sunscreen…we always want our SPF to be higher so it is the same with SPF as an encourager.  SPF must be tied to the matrix behaviors.  To be effective encouragement should be timely, direct and specific. Examples of effective feedback might be:“Susan, you are being respectful and listening to my directions and getting started on your work right away.  Thank you!” or at the secondary level, “Bill, you are showing responsibility by getting to class on time! Way to go!”Staff also deserve to be recognized for their efforts. When the leadership team establishes a calendar of staff “thank you’s” throughout the year…It can support two things:  modeling that we all appreciate being recognized for our efforts, and  helping staff understand the positive effects that recognition can have for students. 



F

Earning a Tangible

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Your school may have adopted a tangible system to recognize acceptable behaviors of students.



Acknowledge & Recognize

F

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Describe what you see—Golden Plunger AwardGolden Dust Pan AwardGolden Lunch Room Tray—cafeteria recognition



Component 6
Discouraging Inappropriate Behavior

MO SW-PBS

• It is important and necessary to respond 
to problem behaviors

• Often provides a “teachable moment” 
• Tell them what they are doing
• Tell them the expectation 
• Have them tell you
• Have them show you 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
SW-PBS is not just about recognizing appropriate behavior, but is also about building systematic responses to inappropriate behavior.  The sixth component is Discouraging Inappropriate Behavior.  SW-PBS focuses on re-teaching and reinforcing expectations first. When students make academic errors one of the first things we do is re-teach and the same is true for social skill errors. We want to look at behaviors and try to determine the function of the inappropriate behavior.  Are students getting something by misbehaving or are they avoiding a person or activity?  To be effective our responses to misbehavior need to match the function. Bottom line, we want to keep students in the classroom and learning.



Discouraging Inappropriate Behavior

• All staff need to have a common 
understanding of what is considered minor 
and what is major problem behavior

MO SW-PBS
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Presentation Notes
Your school will decide what minor behaviors teachers are expected to address in their classrooms and what are the major or office-managed behaviors. Office referral forms are revised to gather the data teams need in order to make data-based decisions. It is important to effectively manage minor behaviors within the classroom; the longer an inappropriate behavior continues, the more acceptable it becomes and the more difficult it is to stop



Clarifying Roles for Discouraging

Classroom Managed - Minor Office Managed - Major

•Out of seat
•Talking out, off-task
•Violation of class rules
•Inappropriate language
•Lack of material
•Gum
•Disrespect
•Cheating
•Tardies
•Minor Destruction of Property

•Truancy
•Threatening student or adult
•Fighting 
•Refusal to go to or Disruptive in       
Buddy Room
•Sexual harassment
•Weapons
•Drugs, cigarettes, tobacco, alcohol
•Assault—physical or verbal

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Here is an example from a middle school that took a first step of clarifying and agreeing on what is classroom managed, and what is office managed. 



Office Discipline Referral Form

• Student name
• Referring staff name
• Date of incident
• Time of incident
• Location of incident
• Inappropriate behavior with designation of office-managed 

or staff-managed
• Others involved
• Possible motivation
• Administrative decision/action

MO SW-PBS
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“The ODR form needs to include some important factors that will ensure that you can answer the key questions: ‘Who is involved?’ ‘What happened?’ ‘Where and when did it happen?’ ‘How often does it happen?’ and ‘Why did it happen?’ The factors you will want to include on your ODR form are listed above.”



Component 7
Ongoing Monitoring

• Develop a system to collect, 
summarize and analyze data

• Multiple data sources are used– i.e. 
ODRs, surveys, observations

• Leadership Team uses data to make 
decisions

• Leadership Team regularly shares 
data with staff

MO SW-PBS
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Data not only supports good decision-making and:Is one way the leadership team can keep staff informed of progressHelps to accurately identify students who need additional supportCan be used to celebrate progress SW-PBS will help you collect and analyze the data you need.  



The “Big Five” Report
1. How frequent?
2. When? 
3. Where?
4. What?
5. Who?

MO SW-PBS
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Your team, through your Office Discipline Referral form (or ODR) will collect what we call the “Big 5” which will give you data necessary to analyze:Frequency of behavior referralsTime of day of referralsLocations of referralsBehaviors that are generating the referralsStudents receiving the referralsExamples of Big 5 graphs are on the following slides.
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If we look at the 5 in tandem, we may begin to see patterns to inform data-based decision-making.  Take a couple of minutes to look at your handout that matches this slide.  Then we can discuss.



Component 8 
Effective Classroom Practices

1. Classroom Expectations
2. Classroom Procedures & Routines
3. Encouraging Expected Behavior
4. Discouraging Inappropriate Behavior
5. Active Supervision
6. Opportunities to Respond
7. Activity Sequencing & Choice
8. Task Difficulty

MO SW-PBS

Instructional tim
e

Engagem
ent tim

e

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Consultant: The practices appear in groups of 4 – those that increase instructional time and those that increase engaged time.  Component 8 is Effective Classroom Practices.  Effective classroom management is an important component of effective instruction for all teachers, regardless of grade level, subject, pedagogy or curriculum.  Classroom management and effective instruction are directly tied to student learning. The Effective Classroom Practices have been identified to increase the likelihood of appropriate behavior and decrease problem behavior while increasing academic learning time. Instructional Time, the time we have to teach, is diminished if we have unclear procedures, disruptive student behavior, disciplinary responses, lengthy transitions, etc. There are four Effective Classroom Practices to help us gain more instructional time. These are (first click):Classroom ExpectationsClassroom Procedures & RoutinesEncouraging Expected BehaviorDiscouraging Inappropriate BehaviorEngaged Time which is amount of instructional time when students are actively engaged in learning, is diminished if we have ineffective strategies including lack of supervision, limited opportunities for students to respond, and poor task selection that does not match student ability. There are four Effective Classroom Practices that positively impact engaged time (second click):Active SupervisionOpportunities to RespondActivity Sequencing & ChoiceTask DifficultyYou will receive training on each of these eight practices.





http://pbismissouri.org

http://www.pbis.org

http://pbismissouri.org/
http://www.pbis.org/


Karen Wigger
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